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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is pursuant to Section 78-2-2(j) Utah 
Code Annotated. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES FOR REVIEW 
1. Whether there was sufficient evidence to support the jury's Special 
Verdict that the Plaintiff and Defendants occupied their properties up to a visible 
line marked by monuments, fences or buildings; that the parties mutually 
acquiesced in the line as a boundary of the Plaintiffs property; and that the Plaintiff 
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and Defendants and their predecessors in interest acquiesced in that boundary for a 
period of time not less than twenty (20) years. 
The Court views all evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict. Child 
v. Gonda. 972 P.2d 425, 433 (Utah 1998). 
2. Was there a visible line marked by monument, fences or buildings where 
the markers consisted only of one unmarked galvanized post on the boundary 
between two separate subdivision lots and one plug on the sidewalk at the west and 
one on the curb to the east; was there mutual acquiescence in the line for a period 
of 20 years; and what effect does it have that the jury found only that the Plaintiff 
and Defendants were adjoining land owners. 
The Court views all evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict. Child 
v. Gonda. 972 P.2d 425, 433, (Utah 1998). 
3. Is indolence, alone, sufficient evidence to support a judgment that one 
post and two plugs became the boundary by acquiescence. 
The trial court's conclusions of law from jury findings in civil cases are 
reviewed for correctness. Geisdorf v. Doughty. 972 P.2d 67 (Utah 1998). 
4. Does the law of the case of Edgell v. Canning. 976 P.2d 1193 (Utah 1999) 
preclude the one post and two plugs placed by an erroneous survey from becoming 
monuments or fences. 
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5. What consideration should be given to the undisputed fact that Piggott 
obtained an accurate survey in 1985 as being conclusive evidence that Piggott did 
not acquiesce in Salinas1 post and plugs as the line. 
6. The dispute involves two lots, Lots 13 and 20 whose boundaries converge 
and are not in a straight line. As such, would any findings as to acquiescence in the 
line with respect to Lot 20 have any effect on Lot 13 and vice versa. 
Issues 4, 5 and 6 are issues to be reviewed for correctness. See Geisdorfv. 
Doughty. 972 P.2d 67 (Utah 1998). 
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL. STATUTORY AND RULES OF 
PROCEDURE SET FORTH IN THE ADDENDUM. 
None. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This is an appeal from a Judgment on Jury Verdict in favor of Plaintiff-
Appellee quieting title to property included in a boundary dispute. 
B. Course of Proceedings. 
Plaintiff ("Salinas") commenced the action on July 11, 1997, against Dr. Jim 
H. Wilson, the buyer of lots adjoining Salinas' lots which Wilson contracted to buy 
from the Defendants ("Piggotts"). Wilson commenced preparation of the purchased 
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lots for construction of an animal clinic. Salinas and Wilson became engaged in a 
dispute over the boundary. When Wilson could not resolve the matter with Salinas, 
he terminated his contract with Piggotts. Piggotts thereafter continued the litigation 
as Defendants-Counterclaimants. A jury trial on November 15, 1999 resulted in a 
Special Verdict which was adopted by the trial court as the basis for the Judgment 
on Jury Verdict entered December 8, 1999. 
C. Disposition at the trial court. 
Judgment on the verdict was granted by the trial court. 
STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS 
This case involves a boundary dispute in the subdivision known as Cudahy 
Tract in North Salt Lake, Davis County, Utah. The subdivision was recorded in 
1916 as a triangular tract of land wherein the lots at the southerly end point of the 
triangle had greater frontages and less depth, making the lots comparable in area as 
going northerly from the pointed end. A copy of an illustrative map is attached 
which is Exhibit 1 to the Complaint. (R 14). 
Salinas owned lots 14, 15, 18, 19 and the South 29.5 feet of Lots 20 and 13, 
deeded to him in 1974. (R 2). 
Piggotts owned the North 25.5 feet of Lots 20 and 13, as well as Lots 21,12 
and 11 by deeds in 1984. (R 3). 
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The dispute involves lots 13 and 20. As of 1937, a James Earl Deppe owned 
all of lots 13 and 20. (Defendants' Exhibit 10). In 1940 James Earl Deppe 
conveyed the South 29.5 feet of Lots 13 and 20 to a predecessor of Frank Salinas. 
Frank Salinas acquired Lots 15, 18, 19 and 14, and the South 29.5 feet of Lots 13 
and 20 by deed in 1974. (Plaintiffs Exhibit 1). Edith Deppe obtained a deed of the 
North 25.5 feet of Lots 13 and 20 from the estate of James Earl Deppe in March 
1984. (Defendants' Exhibit 15). Edith Deppe conveyed the said North 25.5 feet of 
Lots 13 and 20 and Lot 21 to Piggotts in October 1984 with other adjoining 
property. (Defendants'' Exhibit 16). 
In 1975 Salinas obtained a survey which did not conform to the original 1916 
survey because of using a relocated section monument rather than endeavoring to 
duplicate the subdivision survey plat which noted that the section corner was not 
found in 1916. Salinas placed one two inch galvanized pipe on the boundary 
between lots 13 and 20 and placed plugs in the sidewalk on the west and on the 
curb to the east which, if a fence or boundary, would consume all but about 2 feet 
of Piggotts North 25.5 feet of lots 13 and 20. 
Piggott obtained a survey in 1985 which conformed to the original 
subdivision plat and marked by rebar stakes. Piggott's property was vacant and 
unimproved. Salinas' property had old farm buildings which existed before 
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subdivision and a basement house built in 1935, none of which were near to the 
1975 Salinas markers. 
The judgment on the jury verdict sets forth the following four items which 
the jury answered in the affirmative: 
1. The Plaintiff and Defendants occupied their properties up to a visible line 
marked by monuments, fences or buildings. 
2. The Plaintiff and Defendants mutually acquiesced in the line as the 
boundary of the Plaintiffs property. 
3. The Plaintiff and Defendants and their predecessors acquiesced in that 
boundary line for a period of time of not less than 20 years. 
4. The Plaintiff and Defendants were adjoining landowners. 
The Judgment on Jury Verdict recited that in conformity with the verdict, 
Plaintiff is entitled to quiet title to: "the real property lying within the physical 
boundary markers found by the jury consisting of plugs in the curb and sidewalk 
and the posts in the north and south lines constituting the boundaries between the 
Piggott property, the Plaintiffs property and the McClure property under the 
doctrine of boundary by acquiescence." McClure had been a defendant in the 
cause until he settled with Plaintiff and was dismissed from the case 11 days before 
trial. Plaintiff relied solely upon the claim of boundary by acquiescence and not 
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upon the invalid survey. 
Accordingly, in absence of a boundary by acquiescence, the boundary would 
be established by a survey which conforms to the original subdivision survey. 
Salinas conceded that he was not relying upon a survey but was relying upon a 
boundary by acquiescence. 
EVIDENCE RELATING TO BOUNDARY BY ACQUIESCENCE 
Since Appellants must marshal the evidence relating to the jury verdict on 
boundary by acquiescence in support of the evidence, and then demonstrate that the 
evidence is insufficient when viewed in the light most favorable to the verdict, the 
Appellants review the testimony of each witness which purports to support the 
verdict. See Child v. Gonda. 972 P.2d 425 at 433 (Utah 1988). After marshaling 
the evidence Appellants will show that the evidence does not support the verdict as 
a matter of law. 
Plaintiff, Frank J. Salinas, testified in his own behalf and said that he became 
familiar with the subject property in 1964, and identified his property as Lots 14 
and 15, 18 and 19, and 19.5 feet of Lots 13 and 20. (Tr 7). 
Salinas purchased the property from a Mrs. Emerson. The property on the 
north of his land is owned by the Piggotts. He purchased his land in 1964 under 
contract and received a deed in 1974. (Tr8). The property had a basement house, a 
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bam, a chicken coop, a goat shed and there was a billboard between 8 to 12 feet 
north of the goat shed which paid the taxes each year. (Tr 9). Salinas identified a 
check stub from Packer Sign which he continued to receive rental into the 1970s. 
The goat shed was east of the chicken coop even with the north side, then north 
thereof was a tree and the billboard was north of the tree. (Tr 11). Salinas 
identified Exhibit 6 which is a blow-up of Exhibit 5 and is a picture of the bam, 
chicken coop, goat shed and house, and the weight station. (Tr 15). Shortly after 
he bought the property he showed it to his brother, and later on he had a survey and 
drilled holes in the concrete at the four comers of the survey, filling the holes with 
lead, and placed a post in the center parts of the lots. (Tr 16). Salinas took his 
wife, whom he married in 1969, to see the property. He remodeled the house, 
remodeled the bam, tore down the goat shed, allowed his brother to use the chicken 
coop because he liked the "bird part of the thing", and rented out the barn to an 
antique dealer at one time. (Tr 17). He also rented the bam out to a young lady 
who lived there after installing plumbing. He rented the house for a number of 
years, saying, "All kinds of people lived there." There was electricity to the bam 
and chicken coop but not to the goat shed. (Tr 18). 
Salinas identified a photograph, Exhibit 35, saying, "This is where the 
boundary lines are" (Tr 19) on the north side, and the driveway which is north of 
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the boundary is also shown on Exhibit 35. He identified Exhibit 36 which shows 
the basement house, the chicken coop, mail box, telephone box, various trees on the 
property, and another driveway in the center going to the home he owns. (Tr 20). 
In 1976 he had a surveyor, Dean Hill, survey the property. Hill put punch marks in 
the curb and marks for posts. (Tr 25). Salinas then placed plugs in the curbs where 
there were punch marks and a post in the centerline on the north boundary where 
Hill had driven a stake. (Tr 26). Salinas said that Hill showed him the stakes "and 
explained to me how difficult it was to measure because at that time, there was no 
section corner, no section corner at all" so he measured up from another section 
corner. The Hill survey was Exhibit 9 and a smaller copy was received in evidence. 
(Tr 27). 
The following are the questions by Mr. Lewis to Salinas and his answers 
from transcript pages 28 through 32: 
Q. Did you do anything with respect to maintaining your property up to the 
line between the plug to the post and the post to the plug on the other side? 
A. Well, I maintained it all the time. Since we got the survey, we 
maintained it between the post and the plugs in the sidewalk, between both 
streets, the highway and Main Street. And there's kind of a Cheron shaped 
piece of property. We moved the weeds — I bought — in 1977 I bought a 
tractor and my brother, he leveled it all out with the tractor, being a better 
driver than myself, and we maintained in that way. 
Q. What was the — strike that. Describe the property, if you would, directly 
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north, that we now define as the Piggott property. 
A. Well, it was always overgrown with weeds. It was never maintained at 
all. 
Q. Has that ever changed from the time he bought — 
A. No. 
Q. — the property to the present day? 
A. No. A Mr. Deppy owned it prior to Mr. Piggott and he never did 
anything either with it. I think I did see him one time but I'm not sure. I 
didn't ever get to meet him, but I knew who he was because of the 
neighborhood talk. 
Q. Now, from 1964 to 1976, did anybody ever talk to you or your wife, to 
your knowledge, about any dispute on either the boundaries to the north, to 
the south, to the east, to the west? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Not a single person? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And during that period of time, from 1964 to 1976, did you believe that 
the property that you have described was in fact your property? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in 1976, was there a slight change in the northern boundary? 
A. Yes, there was. 
Q. When you first bought the property, did you know where your boundary 
was on the north side? 
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A. I was told it was from the edge of this hill over to this partial fence that 
was — remained there. There was probably three— three posts still 
standing. They were cedar posts, and there was some field fence on it and 
then it was kind of hanging down, kind of like you see out in farms 
somewhere, you know. It's hanging down And I think there was even some 
wrapped around one post or something, but there wasn't a complete fence. It 
was just a partial fence and that's what the lady said when I bought it. She 
says, that — I asked her where the boundary lines was and she says, Well, 
somewhere near the bottom of that hill over to that fence. And that's what 
she told me then. 
Q. And was that fence north of the chicken coop? 
A. No, it never was north of the chicken coop because it didn't go to the 
chicken coop. It came on — I can show you on this, if I could. There it is, 
right there. See that? That is the actual what's left of the fence. You can 
see it, it's a partial fence, right there. 
Q. If you took that fence and you went from west all the way to the east, 
would it have been north of the chicken coop? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At the time that the survey was made, what did you then do with respect 
to that new property line that you believed was your north property line? 
A. Maintained it. 
Q. And during that period of time from 1976 to 1997, were there ever any 
questions raised that you recall as to any dispute with respect to your 
boundary lines? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, you hear Mr. Fadel, in his opening statement, make comment that 
Mr. Piggott called you in 1985. Do you recall that conversation? 
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A. No, sir. The only time I met Mr. Piggott was when the dispute all started 
with Mr. Wilson and we all met down at the property. That's the first time I 
ever seen or talked to Mr. Piggott. 
Q. Where did you live in 1985? 
A. In a suburb of Portland. 
Q. In Oregon? 
A. Yes. 
Q. During that period of time, was there anyone there taking care of your 
property? 
A. Yes, my brother took care of it. 
Q. And did he take care of your property the entire time that you lived out of 
state? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. From when to when did you live out of state? 
A. I moved out of state in 1984 and I stayed out of state until 1990. 
Q. And at the time that you came back, describe the north property line. 
Had it changed? 
A. No. 
Q. Still maintained. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Still weeds and grass cut up to the line from the plug to the post to the 
Plug? 
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A. Yes, and I went over there myself and I did some too. I mowed it — 
that's when I started taking care of it again. 
Q. How long were the weeds on the Piggott property? 
A. Oh, they just grow about so tall. There's kind of (Inaudible) like weeds. 
Q. So the record would reflect two to three feet? 
A. Oh, maybe two and a half, something like that. Then there was various 
debris there. There was old trees and things like that that died and fell over. 
Salinas identified a photograph (Exhibit 14) showing the chicken coop, 
rubble over the goat shed foundation and the steel post he placed in 1995. (Tr 35). 
He identified a photo (Exhibit 15) taken in 1997, showing the chicken coop, a bam 
foundation and a tree torn down by Wilson. (Tr 39). He identified a photograph 
(Exhibit 16) showing the chicken coop, and a stake placed by Wilson's surveyor 
which is about in the center of the chicken coop, and if this boundary were correct 
it would necessitate tearing down that chicken coop. (Tr 42, 43). He identified 
Exhibit 19, which he said shows "the post that was torn down — my monument 
post" and a lilac bush as well as the large tree knocked down north of the chicken 
coop. (Tr 43). The photograph (Exhibit 40) shows a blue post which Salinas 
placed in the same hold as the post he placed in 1976 which Wilson had broken. 
(Tr 46). Exhibit 41 is a photograph taken from the highway on the east and looking 
west which shows the plug in the east curb which was placed in 1976. He believes 
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that his boundary is the one established by the Hill survey and no one prior to 1997 
ever told him that the boundary line was anything other than his true and correct 
boundary line. (Tr 47). 
Cross examination of Frank Salinas begins on page 47 of the transcript and 
Appellants endeavor to include his answers which could be deemed favorable to his 
position. Salinas never told the property owner to the north where he considered 
the boundary to be saying, "I never seen anybody over there." As to maintaining 
the property he said he paid taxes, trimmed trees, cut weeds, and did general 
cleaning where "debris gets thrown out of automobiles" and "wind blow stuff." (Tr 
48). The bam was south of the chicken coop and was torn down in the 480fs 
because it was unsafe. (Tr 61). The goat shed was torn down before the barn was 
torn down. The chicken coop had value to him because he is an artist and it makes 
a wonderful picture. (Tr 62). Salinas received payment for sign rental until some 
time before the 1976 survey. (Tr 64). 
Testimony of Rudolf W. Salinas 
Rudolf W. Salinas testified that he became familiar with the property in 1964 
when his brother bought it. (Tr 89). After the 1976 survey he went to the property 
with Frank and assisted in drilling holes at the place in the curbs where the surveyor 
placed a mark and poured lead into the holes. Also they dug a hole to place a post 
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(Tr 90) which was cemented in. (Tr91). Appellants now copy the direct 
examination of Rudolph Salinas from page 91 of the transcript through page 98. 
Q. Now after 1976, did you have occasion to also go to the property and take 
care of the property? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Do you recall approximately when that was? 
A. It was — I can only go by time was he appeared and disappeared, 
because dates allude me. But he left to go to work in Oregon and we made 
arrangements so I could raise some chickens and geese and ducks and stuff 
on there. And so I took care of it all the time he was gone, then when he 
came back then it fell back into his hands. 
Q. Now, during the time that you took care of it, did you have any kind of 
mechanical equipment to utilize? 
A. Yeah. He bought — we bought a tractor and I used that to flatten out the 
south end, flatten it out, kind of make it level as I could. There was a lot of 
blimps and hills and, you know, a lot of piles of dirt and stuff laying around, 
so we straightened it out. 
Q. And during the period of time, the years that he was gone out of the state, 
did you have occasion to mow the grass? 
A. Uh-huh. Yeah, I mowed the weeds and cut the branches on the trees and 
picked up trash and garbage and junk and things of that nature. 
Q. And during that time, what was the north boundary line? 
A. Right there where that iron pole was and where those two slugs were in 
the sidewalk and in the curb. 
Q. Did you cut a straight line approximately from the plug in the east curb to 
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the post and from the post to the plug in the west curb? 
A. It wasn't a straight line, it was kind of wobbly, but you know, in that 
vicinity. You know, a foot or so either side and we ~ 
Q. What was the property line like on the north side of that line where you 
cut? 
A. What do you mean, with respect to elevation and stuff like that? 
Q. No, with respect to how was the property taken care of? 
A. On the other side of the line, it was always overgrown. 
Q. Always weeds? 
A. Uh-huh. I think there was one time, if I remember right, that somebody 
had come in and cut some weeks and such. 
Q. Now, how long did you maintain ducks and geese or turkeys, chickens? 
A. They were called my hundred dollar turkeys, so I raised them about four 
years, five years, something like that. And then I give it up because they're 
too expensive for me to run and back and forth to. 
Q. Where did you keep them when you had them on that property? 
A. That chicken coop had a little run I put up next to the run and — or next 
to the chicken coop and that's where I raised them. Right there. 
Q. Now, did the chicken coop have cellar in it? 
A. Yeah, my grain pit. 
Q. I'm going to show you what's been marked as Plaintiffs Exhibit 14. I'll 
represent to you the testimony is that this is a photograph taken in 1995 and I 
show you what appears to be a post on the left side of the chicken coop. And 
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I'll ask you if that appears to be the post that you helped your brother install 
when the survey was done. 
A. Yeah, that appears to be the one. The grass is trimmed over to it and 
that's what I took care of. 
Q. Then I'll show you what's been marked as Plaintiffs Exhibit 20. Do you 
recognize that as being the door to the chicken coop? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Exhibit 21, do you recognize that. 
A. Yeah, that's the spooky spot, the basement. 
Q. That's what you called it, "the spooky spot"? 
A. Yeah, spiders around in there, but I had to go in there to get my grain so 
that's where I kept it and it was cool. 
Q. I show you Exhibit 23. 
A. Yeah, same one. 
Q. And is that the location inside the cellar where the grain was kept? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Was that grain kept there for a number of years? 
A. Well, as long as I had birds there, chickens and geese and such there. 
Q. You indicated four or five or six years? 
A. Yeah, somewhere around that period of time. 
Q. I'll show you Plaintiffs Exhibit 17 and I'll represent to you that this is a 
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photograph taken in late 1997 and I'll ask you if you can recognize that 
photograph. 
A. Yeah, that's look on it towards the west. The tree that's been pushed 
over or knocked down, that's the one I used to trim. And then the post out 
there in the yard, it looked a little different, but there's a post out there. And 
that's looking down that line and if you go to that post and you look over 
towards the slug in the sidewalk, then it's straight lines. It's kind of an 
angled piece of property. 
Q. If I were a person driving down the street and I simply looked over at that 
property, would it appear to be that there was a property line along there? 
A. Yeah, because the weeds would be cut and it would be somewhat 
maintained, whereas the part on the north wasn't. 
Q. I show you Exhibit 16, do you recognize that? 
A. Yeah. Yeah, that's looking out from the south, I think, isn't it? No, no, 
from the west. And that's the property. That's the chicken coop and the 
post there, I guess, and I don't know what them posts are. 
Q. Let me show you Exhibit 15. Do you recognize that? 
A. Yeah, yeah. 
Q. What was the cement that you see south of the chicken coop? 
A. That's where the barn used to be until I tore it clown because it was a fire 
hazard and so we tore it down, because it was the largest of the structures 
and it would have been the biggest problem. 
Q. And where was the goat shed located? 
A. Straight to the north of that, kind of slanted northeast a little bit, there 
was a goat shed there. 
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Q. And that would be east of where the chicken coop was located? 
A. Yeah, yeah. 
Q. I show you Exhibit 38, does that show the foundation upon which that 
goat shed ~ 
A. Yeah. Yeah, that's the one. 
Q. Thank you. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Now, Mr. Salinas, during the entire time period that you were involved in 
the maintenance of property did you at any time ever have anybody talk to 
you about any boundary problem or boundary dispute? 
A. No, I never had anybody visit me at all or — I didn't spend a lot of time 
there other than to feed and water my birds and such, and nobody ever 
approached me about anything. 
Q. Did you at any time ever received a phone call from Mr. Piggott 
indicating there was any kind of boundary dispute? 
A. No. I don't ever know who Mr. Piggott is. 
Q. In fact, to this day, you don't know who Mr. Piggott is, do you? 
A. Huh-uh. It's gotta be one of those couple of guys there, but that's the 
only way I'd know. 
Q. Did you at any time ever have any conversation with your brother Frank 
as to any boundary problem or boundary dispute at all? 
A. No. 
Q. So from 1964 up until the lawsuit began, in 1997, would it be a fair 
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statement to say you never knew that there was ever any kind of a boundary 
dispute on that subject property? 
A. That's totally fair. I don't remember anything about that. 
MR. LEWIS: You witness. 
MR. FADEL: Thank you. 
THE COURT: Mr. Fadel. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. FADEL: (Is deleted to avoid marshaling evidence unfavorable to 
Plaintiff, and the redirect examination of Rudolph Salinas follows from Page 
113 of the transcript to page 114.) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. LEWIS: 
Q. Mr. Salinas, counsel has continued to ask you several times that you were 
there for four years, you had chickens there for four years. It's my 
understanding that you had chickens there during the time your brother Frank 
was living out of the state; is that correct? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. And so whether or it was four years, six years, or eight years, whatever it 
was, that's when you had chickens there and you maintained the property? 
A. Yeah, that's about it. 
Q. Do you recall having any conversation with your brother when he first 
bought the property with reference to the sign and possible income from the 
sign? 
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A. Yeah, he was kind of happy about that part of it because he got some 
bucks back that he could use for his — well, like he mentioned, taxes or 
whatever else he wanted to use it for. And he got paid by the sign company 
for that. 
Q. That was in 1964, when he bought the property? 
A. Uh-huh. 
MR. LEWIS: That's all I have. 
MR. FADEL: No other questions. 
THE COURT: Is there any questions by the jury? 
(No audible response.) 
Frank Salinas was recalled for direct examination beginning on page 313 of 
the transcript and testified as follows beginning on page 314 and 315: 
Q. Yesterday in your testimony a question was asked of you by Mr. Fadel 
with respect to how many times you had been on that property to maintain it. 
And in what appeared to be some frustration, I think you finally said "some 
10,000." Have you had an opportunity to review that testimony? 
A. Well, number one, I'd like to apologize for making that remark. I was a 
little upset over a remark like that, so I would have to say in the 35 years I've 
had the property, I probably have been maintaining the property three, four 
times a year, the weeds on it. 
Q. On the north boundary line? 
A. North boundary, south boundary, the west and east. 
Q. And during that period of time, was the boundary that you had set 
through the survey of Mr. Hill definitive as to the weeds that were on the 
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north? 
A. I didn't get that. 
Q. I'm not sure I asked >t very well. During that time frame, did you keep 
the line that you felt was your north boundary line maintained? 
A. Yes. 
Q. To the casual observer walking down the sidewalk, would it appear that 
that line was a boundary of you property? 
A. Yes. Yes. 
MR. LEWIS: That's all I have. 
THE COURT: Mr. Fadel. 
MR. FADEL: Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. FADEL: (is excluded as not including any evidence favorable to 
the Plaintiff.) 
There was no other evidence on the issues of boundary by acquiescence 
which would be favorable to the Plaintiff. 
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JJJRY 
The trial court's instructions on the issues of boundary by acquiescence are 
in the transcript on pages 344 and 345: 
Now, this is an action involving a claim for title by acquiescence or in 
essence, a presumption of boundary by acquiescence. In order to establish 
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boundary by acquiescence there are four prerequisites necessary to establish 
a presumption of boundary by acquiescence. They are: 
First, occupancy up to a visible line marked by monuments, fences or 
buildings. 
Two, mutual acquiescence in the line as a boundary. 
Three, for a period of at least 20 years. 
A party claiming boundary by acquiescence must prove by a 
preponderance of the evidence all four of the foregoing prerequisites. 
The doctrine of boundary by acquiescence derives from realization, 
ancient in our law, that peace and good order in society are best served by 
leaving at rest possible disputes over long established boundaries. It's 
essence is that where there has been any type of a recognizable physical 
boundary which has been accepted as such for a long period of time, it 
should be presumed that any dispute or disagreement over a boundary has 
been reconciled in some manner. 
The test to establish a boundary by acquiescence necessarily need not 
be based on mutual intent. Intent is not synonymous with acquiescence in 
these cases. Acquiescence is more nearly synonymous with indolence or 
consent by silence or a knowledge that a fence or other monument appears to 
be the boundary. 
A boundary need not be a single uninterrupted structure. The law 
merely requires a recognizable physical boundary of any character which has 
been acquiesced in as the boundary for a long period of time. 
A monument must be some tangible landmark to indicate a boundary. 
Objects to qualify as a monument must have certain physical properties such 
as visibility, permanence, stability and a definite location. 
Counsel met in chambers with the trial judge to discuss instructions and the 
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proceedings are recorded beginning on page 245 of the transcript through page 256 
wherein Piggotts objected to the instructions dealing with "indolence" as being 
acquiescence, and that the law merely requires a recognizable physical boundary of 
any character which has been acquiesced in as the boundary for a long period of 
time. The trial court's instructions on boundary by acquiescence were very brief 
and are set forth on pages 344 and 345 of the transcript as follows: 
Now, this is an action involving a claim for title by acquiescence or in 
essence, a presumption of boundary by acquiescence. In order to establish 
boundary by acquiescence there are four prerequisites necessary to establish 
a presumption of boundary by acquiescence. They are: 
First, occupancy up to a visible line marked by monuments, fences or 
buildings. 
Two, mutual acquiescence in the line as a boundary. 
Three, for a period of at least 20 years. 
Four, by adjoining landowners. 
A party claiming boundary by acquiescence must prove by a 
preponderance of the evidence all four of the foregoing prerequisites. 
The doctrine of boundary by acquiescence derives from realization, 
ancient in our law, that peace and good order of society are best served by 
leaving at rest possible disputes over long established boundaries. It's 
essence is that where there has been any type of a recognizable physical 
boundary which has been accepted as such for a long period of time, it 
should be presumed that any dispute or disagreement over the boundary has 
been reconciled in some manner. 
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The test to establish a boundary by acquiescence necessarily need not 
be based on mutual intent. Intent is not synonymous with acquiescence in 
these cases. Acquiescence is more nearly synonymous with indolence or 
consent by silence or a knowledge that a fence or other monument appears to 
be the boundary. 
A boundary need not be a single uninterrupted structure. The law 
merely requires a recognizable physical boundary of any character which has 
been acquiesced in as the boundary for a long period of time. 
A monument must be some tangible landmark to indicate a boundary. 
Objects to qualify as a monument must have certain physical properties such 
as visibility, permanence, stability and a definite location. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The Cudahy Tract is a triangular subdivision created in 1916 and presently is 
part of North Salt Lake, Utah. (See drawing in the appendix). 
The easterly lots front on a city street, formerly a county road. The east lots 
join the westerly lots at an angle. 
Lot 20 is west of Lot 13. A James Earl Deppe owned the whole of said lots 
in 1937 and thereafter, the south 29.5 feet of each lot was conveyed to predecessors 
of Salinas and the north 25.5 feet of each lot was conveyed to predecessors of 
Piggotts. Salinas bought his portions of the lots in 1964 and received a deed in 
1974. Piggotts acquired the south 25.5 feet of the lots in 1984. In 1976 Salinas 
hired a surveyor named Hill to survey his property and being unable to locate the 
corner from which the subdivision was laid out, Hill commenced from another 
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section corner which did not conform to the plat or the physical evidence on the 
land. (See Defendants' Exhibit 1, Appendix). Hill placed crosses in the curb on the 
west of Lot 20 and the east of Lot 13 and drove a stake in the ground at a point 
where he indicated the junction of the south 29.5 feet of Lots 20 and 13 would be 
as measured from the corner section he found which was to the corner used to lay 
out the subdivision. The original plat notes that the section corner referenced in 
the plat was not found. 
The Plaintiff at trial contended that his claim to boundary location was not 
based on validity of surveys, but that the plugs he placed in the east and west curbs 
together with a galvanized post he placed at the point Hill staked as being the 
junction of the northerly portion of Lot 13 with the northerly portion of Lot 20 
constitute a boundary marked by monuments, fences or buildings. No fences or 
buildings were on line with the post and plugs. As a matter of law the post and 
plugs set by Salinas are not monuments qualifying under the doctrine of boundary 
by acquiescence. Mowing of weeds on occasion along an irregular line between 
the plugs on the west curb and the iron post is not sufficient evidence to show 
acquiescence in the plug and post as a boundary line to Lot 20. There was no 
mowing or other activity resembling an occupation line as to Lot 13. There was no 
evidence that the owners of the south 25.5 feet were ever seen on the property or 
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acted in relation thereto. There was evidence that Piggott obtained a survey in 1985 
which staked the boundary giving Piggott 25.5 feet of the lots, although Salinas 
claimed not to have seen the rebar of the Piggott survey until 1997 because it was 
driven into the ground. Thus, Piggott had knowledge of his 1985 survey although 
Salinas claimed not to know of this until 1997. Also Salinas learned from Hill of 
the difficulty of locating the boundaries using plat information and only relied on a 
remote section corner noting on his written drawing the difference between his 
survey and the plat dimensions. 
There was no occupation by either party up to a visible line marked definitely 
by monuments, fences or buildings. There was no mutual acquiescence in any line, 
there was only evidence that for about four years after 1976, a brother of Frank 
Salinas mowed the weeds along a general line between the plugs and the post on 
Lot 20 monthly and occupied a chicken coop which was not on the line between the 
plugs and the post but would be intersected by the Piggott 1985 survey. Both Frank 
and Rudolph Salinas testified they at no time saw any person appearing on or 
occupying property north of the claimed boundary. There was no mowing along 
the north or the portion of Lot 13. 
The trial court erred in its instructions to the jury on the elements constituting 
a marking of a definite boundary line, on definition of "monument" and on 
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"indolence" as an element of acquiescence. 
The Piggotts took exception in chambers to the court's proposed instructions, 
stating that "a boundary need not be a single uninterrupted structure" (Tr 253). The 
court should have included the language of Piggotts' proposed instruction #3 (R 
282) which would include language that there has been "occupation up to a visible 
line marked definitely by monuments, fences, or buildings." Piggotts also objected 
to the "indolence" instruction (Tr 250) and again when the court was on the bench 
(Tr 333) and the court stated that: "I don't have any case that says you have to 
define indolence or something that indolence shouldn't be in the test." (Tr 334). 
ARGUMENTS 
POINT I. THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE OF ACQUIESCENCE TO SUPPORT 
THE JURY'S SPECIAL VERDICT NO. 2 THAT PLAINTIFF AND 
DEFENDANTS MUTUALLY ACQUIESCED IN THE PLUGS IN THE 
CURBS AND ONE POST NOT IN LINE WITH THE PLUGS AS THE 
BOUNDARY. 
A recent decision of the Court of Appeals, Wilkinson Family Farm v. 
Babcock. 3993 P.2D 229 (Utah App. 1999), reviewed the decision in acquiescence 
cases. The case involved a cattle containment fence and essentially eliminates 
"indolence" as a basis for establishing a boundary by acquiescence. We quote 
from paragraphs 6 through 10. 
The sole issue on appeal is whether the trial court correctly determined that 
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the parties had not acquiesced in the slant fence line as a boundary, the second 
element required to establish boundary by acquiescence. This presents a question 
of whether a given set of facts gives rise to a determination of acquiescence, and 
therefore, is reviewable as a matter of law. See State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 936 
(Utah 1994)("The effect of a given set of facts is a question of law.") However, 
this legal determination is highly fact sensitive and thus the trial court has some 
measure of discretion. See id. at 938-39. 
ANALYSIS 
Boundary by acquiescence entails four elements, all of which must be 
shown to establish ownership of a disputed parcel: '"(1) occupation up to a 
visible line marked by monuments, fences, or buildings, (2) mutual 
acquiescence in the line as a boundary, (3) for along period of time, (4) by 
adjoining landowners.'"Staker v. Ainsworth, 785 P.2d 417, 420 (Utah 1990) 
(quoting Goodman v. Wilkinson, 629 P.2d 447, 448 (Utah 1981)). The only 
contested element in this case is mutual acquiescence in the line as a 
boundary. 
Mutual acquiescence in a line as a boundary has two requirements: 
that both parties recognize the specific line, and that both parties 
acknowledge the line as the demarcation between the properties. See Fuoco 
v. Williams, 18 Utah 2d 282, 421 P.2d 944, 947 (1966). Acquiescence does 
not require an explicit agreement, '"but recognition and acquiescence must 
be mutual, and both parties must have knowledge of the existence of a line as 
[the] boundary liner Wright v. Clisssold, 521 P.2d 1224, 1227 (Utah 
1974)(emphasis added)(quoting Fuoco, 421 P.2d at 947). 
Wilkinson asserts the trial court erred in considering the purpose of the 
fence in determining whether the parties mutually acquiesced in the fence as 
the boundary between their properties. We disagree. Because both parties 
must acknowledge a particular line to be the dividing line between them to 
establish boundary by acquiescence, the purpose of a fence is relevant, and in 
some cases may be determinative. 
From the initial recognition of boundary by acquiescence in Utah, 
courts have recognized the importance of the purpose of a fence. See Holmes 
v. Judge, 31 Utah 269, 87 P. 1009, 1014 (1906). In Holmes, the court 
carefully noted that owners could claim to the true property lines beyond a 
fence "where it is clear that the [fence] as located was not intended as a 
boundary." Id. Utah courts have consistently considered the purpose of a 
fence or other marker in determining whether parties in dispute mutually 
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acquiesced in a fence as a boundary, typically concluding that there is no 
acquiescence where the fence was not intended as a boundary. See e.g. 
Grayson Roper Ltd. v. Finlinson, 782 P.2d 467, 472 (Utah 1989)(noting no 
acquiescence when fence built for livestock control); Hales v. Frakes, 600 
P.2d 556, 559 (Utah 1979)(Noting fence built as livestock control, not as 
boundary, and purposely offset from boundary line); Wright, 521 P.2d at 
1227 (noting fence not built as boundary but for cattle containment); Fuoco, 
421 P.2d at 947 (stating irrigation ditch dug for convenience of owner, not 
intended as boundary); Ringwood v. Bradford, 2 Utah 2d 119, 269 P.2d 
1053, 1054, (1954)(noting fence built to protect newly planted trees); cf. Van 
Dyke v. Chappell, 818 P.2d 1023, 1024 (Utah 1991) (noting boundary by 
acquiescence requires that parties intended fence to be the boundary). Thus 
we conclude the trial court did not err in considering the purpose of the fence 
in determining there was no mutual acquiescence in the fence as the 
boundary between the properties. 
None of the Plaintiff s-Appellee's witnesses testified as to having seen any 
persons on the lots adjoining on the north. Frank Salinas' testimony on pages 31 
and 33 of the transcript and included supra 12-13, is to the effect that during the 
entire time he maintained his property he had no discussion with anyone about the 
boundary and until 1997 had no knowledge of a boundary dispute. Salinas said the 
property to the north was never maintained at all and was always overgrown with 
weeds. (Tr 28). He said a Mr. Deppy (Deppe) owned it prior to Piggott and he 
never did anything with it. "I think I did see him at one time but I am not sure." 
(Tr 29). 
Rudolph Salinas, Frank Salinas' brother, testified that he visited the property 
in 1964 when Frank bought it (Tr 89); after the 1976 survey he assisted Frank in 
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placing the plugs in the sidewalk and installing the post (Tr 90); after 1976, while 
Frank was away he let Rudolph raise chickens, geese and ducks and mowed weeds 
between the two "slugs" in the curb and the iron post (Tr 99); at one time someone 
had come in and cut some weeds (Tr 93); and he gave up keeping the birds after 
four or five years because "they're too expensive for me to run and back and forth 
to." (Tr 93). During the entire time he was involved in maintaining the property, 
Rudolph had no discussion with anyone about a boundary problem, adding: "I 
didn't spend a lot of time there other than to feed and water my birds and such, and 
nobody approached me about anything." (Tr 97). 
In the Wilkinson case the parties knew the true boundary was straight along 
the section line, but Wilkinson used the disputed parcel for over 20 years. 
(Paragraph 4). The Wilkinson Court also held that knowledge of the true boundary 
is relevant to determination of whether a party acquiesced in a particular line as a 
boundary and may take the dispute out of the reach of boundary by acquiescence, 
footnoting this holding as follows: 
Wilkinson also claims the trial court found indolence and thus it was 
entitled to a presumption of ownership which the court failed to recognize. 
See Carter v. Hanrath. 885 P.2d 801, 806 (Utah Ct.App. 1994), rev'd, 925 
P.2d 960, 962 (Utah 1996). We conclude the trial court made no finding of 
indolence. The court through two additional hearings concerning the drafting 
of findings of fact and conclusions of law, rejected the use of the term 
indolent. Furthermore, "[w]here there is no proof of acquiescence in the line 
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as the boundary, there can be no boundary by acquiescence." Hales. 600 
P.2d at 559. Courts have concluded that mere acquiescence in use, without 
more, is insufficient to establish boundary by acquiescence. See e ^ , id. 
("Plaintiffs occupation to the fence without interference was not sufficient to 
establish defendant's acquiescence in the fence as a boundary."); Wright 
521 P.2d at 1127 (holding that passively permitting land use was not 
sufficient absent showing that both parties acknowledged line as boundary.) 
Acquiescence in use is not equivalent to acquiescence in a boundary. 
Wilkinson, paragraph 3 at p.232 (emphasis added). 
Piggotts' 1985 survey would intersect the chicken coop, and Salinas 
acknowledged that the rebar marking the 1985 survey was found below the dirt (Tr 
321). There was no dispute that Piggotts had a survey in 1985 which Piggotts 
believed was the true boundary. 
As to whether Salinas knew that the 1976 Hill survey was not a true 
boundary, he was given a drawing of the Hill survey which was identified as 
Plaintiffs exhibit P-9 and is the same as Defendants' Exhibit D-1, whereon Hill 
noted the following: 
I, J DEAN HILL, A LICENCED LAND SURVEYOR ACCORDING TO 
THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF UTAH DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I 
HAVE MADE A SURVEY OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED 
PROPERTY: 
Lots 14, 15, 18 and 19, and the southerly 29.50 f of lots 13 and 20, 
Cudahy Tract, 
North Sale Lake, a subdivision of part of the NE 1/4 of sec 11 TiN, 
R1W, SLB&M. 
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IT IS FURTHER NOTED THAT CONSIDERABLE PHYSICAL CHANGE 
HAS TAKEN PLACED ON STREETS AND HIGHWAYS SINCE THE 
RECORDING OF THIS TRACT IN 1916, (MAIN STREET REDUCED 
FROM 66' STREET AND COUNTY ROAD BECAME HIGHWAY 91 
WITH APPARENT - DIFFERENT BOUNDARIES THAN INDICATED 
ON THIS 1916 PLAT) DATA SHOWN IS ACCORDING TO EVIDENCE 
AS MEASURED AND NOTED IN THE FIELD." 
Hill's drawing shows the difference between his survey marks and the plat 
location. Assuming that Salinas is not charged with knowledge that the Hill survey 
was not the true boundary, it is clear that Piggott was claiming the 1985 survey as 
the boundary, hence there was no mutual acquiescence in the Hill survey after 
1985. 
POINT II. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO INSTRUCT THE 
JURY ON THE DEFINITION OF "MONUMENT" REQUESTED BY 
DEFENDANTS. 
The trial court's instructions defining a monument was as follows: "A 
monument must be some tangible landmark to indicate a boundary. Objects to 
qualify as a monument must have certain physical properties such as visibility, 
permanence, stability and a definite location." (Tr 345). Piggotts requested 
instruction #2 is a copy of the definition of monument in 12 Am Jur 2d 549, 
Boundaries Section 4, and the last sentence is supported by the opinion in Edgell v. 
Canning. 976 P.2d 1193 (Utah 1999) paragraph 6 at page 1194: "A 'monument' 
when used in describing land, is any physical object on the ground which helps to 
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establish the location of the line called for, and the term 'monument' when used 
with reference to a boundary, indicates a permanent object which may be a natural 
or an artificial one. The posts placed by the Plaintiff do not appear to be original or 
official monuments." ( R 281). 
In Edgell. this Court Stated: 
P 6 Much of the evidence and testimony presented at trial was whether 
the rebar and T-posts plaintiffs--and later two surveyors-found were set at 
the time of the original survey in 1964 when the subdivision was laid out or 
at the time of the survey supposedly made in 1970 when plaintiffs purchased 
their lot. In a finding of fact, the trial court stated: "There is insufficient 
evidence to establish the nature and purpose of the rebar and T-posts located 
south of lots 248, 249, and 250. The rebar and T-posts do not appear to be 
original or official monuments." The testimony of both surveyors supports 
this finding of fact. Neither surveyor believed that the markers were set as 
part of the original survey. They opined that the markers had been in place 
for not more than twenty years, meaning they were set in about 1976-after 
both the original survey and any 1970 survey. Because there is evidence to 
support the trial court's finding of fact, we cannot and do not disturb it. Utah 
R. Civ. P. 52(a). Therefore, plaintiffs' contention that the trial court erred in 
this respect must be rejected. 
Edge!!, 976 P.2d at 1194. 
It appears that this Court adopts the language that rebar and T-posts placed by later 
surveyors are not original or official monuments. 
Because the only objects which Salinas claimed to indicate the boundary 
were the plugs and one post, the trial court's instruction implies that they were 
monuments, since they were not fences or buildings which are the other qualifying 
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markers of boundaries. The trial court's instruction made it easy for Salinas' 
counsel in closing argument to say: (Supplemental transcript page 4 lines 13 to 22): 
OVER ON THIS SIDE YOU NOTICE THE POST. I WANTED YOU TO 
LOOK AT THAT POST BECAUSE THAT IS VERY SIGNIFICANT 
WHEN YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT BOUNDARY BY 
ACQUIESCENCE. THIS IS A MONUMENT. THAT IS SOMETHING 
SET OUT IN THAT PROPERTY. IT IS VISIBLE. FORTUNATELY WE 
HAVE THIS PHOTOGRAPH THAT SHOWS THAT POST. IF YOU 
WERE WALKING ALONG THE STREET WOULD YOU SEE THAT 
POST. IF YOU WERE STANDING ON THE PROPERTY, WOULD YOU 
SEE THAT POST. IT'S SIX FEET PLUS FIVE. SET IN CEMENT. IT IS 
VERY OBVIOUS. THAT IS AN IMPORTANT FACT IN BOUNDARY 
BY ACQUIESCENCE. 
Under the trial court's instruction, the Piggotts' counsel could not credibly argue 
that the post was not a monument as indicated by Salina's counsel's rebuttal. 
(Supplemental transcript page 19 lines 16 to 20): "NOW, HE POINTS OUT THAT 
YOU CAN'T HAVE BOUNDARY BY ACQUIESCENCE BY THIS SINGLE 
POST. NOW WHO'S GOING TO SAY THAT'S A MONUMENT. WELL, 
FORTUNATELY YOUR JURY INSTRUCTIONS ARE GOING TO TELL YOU 
THAT IN FACT IS AND CAN BE A POST." 
POINT III. PLAINTIFF ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THE CASE WAS NOT 
ABOUT CONFLICTING SURVEYS AND TACITLY ADMITTED THE 
ACCURACY OF DEFENDANTS' SURVEY AND THE INACCURACY 
OF PLAINTIFF'S SURVEY. 
Salinas' counsel in closing statement made it clear that surveys had nothing 
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to do with the case. (Pages 5 and 6 of the Supplemental Transcript): 
SO SEVEN YEARS LATER IN 1976, MR. SALINAS ENGAGED A 
CERTIFIED SURVEYOR DEAN HILL TO DO A SURVEY. NOW, THE 
THING YOU HAVE TO FOCUS ON IN THIS CASE, IT IS NOT A 
COMPLICATED CASE. THE DEFENDANT HAS PUT A LOT OF 
COMPLICATIONS INTO IT BY THROWING SURVEYS AT YOU. THIS 
SURVEY. THAT SURVEY. HE'S TALKING ABOUT SURVEYS. 
SURVEY IS NOT PART OF THIS CASE. THE ONLY PART OF THE 
CASE IS THE HILL SURVEY THAT GAVE HIM A BOUNDARY THAT 
HE ESTABLISHED IN 1976. THAT IS THE ONLY SURVEY YOU 
SHOULD EVEN CONCERN YOURSELVES ABOUT. BECAUSE YOU 
NEED TO FOCUS ON ACQUIESCENCE. SO IN 1976 DEAN HILL 
DOES THE SURVEY. AND HE SAYS, OKAY. HERE ARE LITTLE 
POINTS IN THE CURB. A LITTLE POINT OVER HERE IN THE 
SIDEWALK. AND RIGHT HERE IN THE CENTER IS WHERE I'M 
GOING TO PUT THE CENTER POINT. THIS IS YOUR BOUNDARY. 
AND HE BASED THAT UPON WHAT I - - UPON WHAT HE FOUND IN 
THE FIELD AT THIS TIME. THAT WAS 1976. NOW THERE'S BEEN 
A LOT OF DISCUSSION ABOUT CORNER SECTION, CORNERS AND 
WHERE YOU MEASURE FROM AND YOU SHOULD GO BACK AND 
FIND WHERE THE ORIGINAL SURVEYOR WAS TRYING TO 
LOCATE THE BOUNDARIES. THAT ISN'T PART OF THIS CASE. 
THERE'S BEEN A LOT OF DISCUSSION ABOUT IT. BUT IT'S 
REALLY NOT PART OF THIS CASE. 
Then again, in closing rebuttal Salinas' counsel said (page 18): 
THE JURY ROOM. ONCE AGAIN, LET ME JUST SIMPLY SUGGEST. 
KEEP THE CASE SIMPLE. WE CAN BRING IN SURVEYS. WE CAN 
ARGUE SURVEYS. WE CAN ARGUE WHETHER OR NOT MR. 
HILL'S SURVEY IS RIGHT OR WRONG. WE CAN ARGUE WHETHER 
OR NOT THE GREAT BASIN SURVEY IS RIGHT OR WRONG. WE 
CAN ARGUE WHETHER OR NOT DEMOSS IS RIGHT OR WRONG. 
BUT THEY HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS CASE. IT'S THAT 
SIMPLE. 
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Accordingly, the case was solely a question of boundary by acquiescence and 
the evidence must support all four elements thereof. 
POINT IV. ASSUMING THAT MOWING WEEDS ALONG THE PORTION OF 
LOT 20 COULD BE ACQUIESCENCE, NO SUCH MOWING 
OCCURRED ON THE PORTION OF LOT 13. 
Lot 20 is west of Lot 13 and is relatively flat whereas Lot 13 slopes abruptly 
to the east and was not mowed. Rudolph Salinas testified concerning the lay of the 
land and mowing as follows (Tr 111): 
Q. The property from the chicken coop on up to the highway, will you 
describe what that was like terrain-wise. 
A. It was flat where the — comparatively flat where the chicken coop— 
where the goat shed was. And then after the goat shed was removed, then 
there was some fill in there that got spilled in where the goat shed — the 
back side of the goat shed — or the east side of the goat shed was. 
Q. So you couldn't mow much east of the chicken coop, could you? 
A. No. No, no, just because it was split real close. There was cement there 
and then there was boulders there. 
Salinas' exhibit 14 is reproduced in the appendix, which is a photograph 
taken in 1995 (Frank, Tr 35, and Rudolph, Tr 94). This photo shows that chicken 
coop and the single galvanized post which Frank and Rudolph Salinas testified was 
placed when the Hill survey showed the South 29.5 feet and the North 15.5 feet of 
the lots joined. The photo appears to show the chicken coop in proximity to the 
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The photo, Salinas' Exhibit 14 having been taken in 1995 was taken before 
expiration of the 20 year period, in that the post was placed after the 1976 survey. 
The photo also indicates the extent of maintenance in that vicinity. The "rubble" 
east of the chicken coop is, "over the goat shed foundation" as stated by Frank 
Salinas (Tr 35). This photo shows no evidence of mowing east of the chicken coop. 
The judgment on the verdict at (R 356) illustrates the confusion as to 
establishing the claimed boundary by a recordable description. The judgment 
recites: 
IT IS THEREFORE ADJUDGED BY THE COURT on and in 
confirmity with such verdict that Plaintiff is entitled to quiet title to the real 
property lying within the physical boundary markers found by the jury 
consisting of plugs in the curb and sidewalk and the posts in the north and 
south lines constituting the boundaries between the Piggott property, the 
Plaintiffs property and the McClure property under the doctrine of boundary 
by acquiescence. 
Plaintiff may prepare a metes and bounds or other property description 
on the subject property in such form so as the same shall be recordable in the 
Office of the Davis County Recorder. 
Presumably the recordable description must be by a survey. A legal survey 
thus becomes the controlling factor in establishing the boundary line and it would 
not appear to be the Hill survey. 
38 
CONCLUSION 
In absence of a dispute as to the survey location of the boundaries between 
the parties, the cause is dependent soley upon a claim of boundary by acquiescence. 
There was insufficient evidence that the parties occupied their premises up to a 
visible line marked by monuments, fences or buildings. There was no mutual 
acquiescence in a line as a boundary. Any evidence of acquiescence by mowing of 
weeds on Lot 20 had no application to any acquiescence on Lot 13. 
The judgement should be reversed and the Complaint dismissed with 
prejudice, leaving the parties to establish the boundary by accepted survey 
procedures. 
DATED this <J— day of July, 2000. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
rge K. Fadel 
Attorney for Defendants-Appellants 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
FRANK SALINAS, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DAVID C. PIGGOTT and 
PHYLLIS H. PIGGOTT, his wife, 
Defendants. 
Civil No. 97-0700293 PR 
JUDGE THOMAS L. KAY 
SPECIAL VERDICT FORM 
Question No. 1: Did die Plaintiff and the Defendants occupy their properties up 
to a visible line marked by monuments, fences or buildings? 
Answer: Yes Z No 
Question No. 2: Did the Plaintiff and the Defendants mutually acquiesce in the 
line as a boundary? 
Answer: Yes 
* / - No 
Question No. 3: Did the acquiescence between the Plaintiff and the Defendants or 
their predecessors extend for a long period of time (not less than 
20 years)? 
Answer: Yes No 
Question No. 4: Were the Plaintiff and the Defendants adjoining landowners? 
Answer: Yes z No 
In the event you find in favor of the Plaintiff on Question Nos. 1 through 4 (by answering 
Tes" to all fourquestions), then you need not answer the following interrogatories. 
However, if you find against the Plaintiff on Question No. 1 through 4 (by answering 
"No" to any of thefour questions), then you should answer the following questions: 
- 2 -
Question No. 6: Did the Plaintiff know of the existence of the contract between 
the Defendants Piggott and Jim Wilson? 
Answer: Yes No 
Question No. 7: Did the Plaintiff know that his acts caused Jim Wilson to cancel 
this contract with the Defendants Piggott? 
Answer: Yes No 
Question No. 8: Did the Defendants Piggott suffer damage which was caused by 
the intentional acts of the Plaintiff? 
Answer: Yes No 
Question No. 9: Was the damage alleged to have been caused to the Defendants 
Piggott the proximate result of the Plaintiffs acts. 
Answer: Yes No 
- 3 -
In the event you answer "No." to any of Questions Nos. 6 through 9, then you need not 
answer Question No. 10. 








Kay M. Lewis (Bar No. 1944) 
JENSEN & LEWIS, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
320 South 300 East, Suite 100 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
FRANK SALINAS, an individual, 
Plaintiff, JUDGMENT ON JURY VERDICT 
Civil No. 97-0700293 PR 
JUDGE THOMAS L. KAY 
vs. 
GARTH Y. McCLURE and C. ELIZABETH 
McCLURE, DAVID C. PIGGOTT and 
PHYLLIS H. PIGGOTT, his wife, 
Defendants. 
The above-entitled matter came on regularly for trial before the above-
entided court on November 15,1999. The following persons were empanelled as jurors, 
namely: Debra Poulson, Melissa Rawlins, Paula Archuleta-Bruner, Laurie Anderson, Jody 
Jensen, Michael Strong, Robert A. Kay and Karen Snow, who were sworn according to 
law to try the issues joined between the parties and who, having heard die testimony, 
the arguments of counsel, and the instructions of the court, having retired for delibera-
tion and returned into open court the following verdict: ,.„vr~,fl<~T e»rmoen 
TIME 
CLERK V t l 
Judgment on Jury Verdict 
Salinas v. Piggott 
Civil No. 97-0700293 PR 
Page 2 
1. The Plaintiff and Defendants occupied their properties up to a visible 
line marked by monuments, fences or buildings. 
2. The Plaintiff and Defendants mutually acquiesced in the line as the 
boundary of the Plaintiffs property. 
3. The Plaintiff and Defendants and their predecessors acquiesced in that 
boundary line for a period of time of not less than 20 years. 
4. The Plaintiff and Defendants were adjoining landowners. 
IT IS THEREFORE ADJUDGED BY THE COURT on and in confirmity with 
such verdict that Plaintiff is entitled to quiet title to the real property lying within the 
physical boundary markers found by the jury consisting of plugs in the curb and sidewalk 
and the posts in the north and south lines constituting the boundaries between the 
Piggott property, the Plaintiffs property and the McClure property under the doctrine of 
boundary by acquiescence. 
Plaintiff may prepare a metes and bounds or other property description on 
the subject property in such form so as the same shall be recordable in the Office of the 
Davis County Recorder. 
Judgment on Jury Verdict 
Salinas v. Piggott 
Civil No. 97-0700293 PR 
Page 3 
DATED this 6-ft.. day of December, 1999. 
BY THE COURT:.; 
cTWuL^^I 
DISTRICT JU 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
GEORGE K. FADEL 
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